Village Software

Software Development Undergraduate Placements
Salary: £16,500 pro rata.
Start Date: Summer 2017

What Will I be doing.
We are largely a software development team and you will principally be involved in coding of one
sort or another. This might vary but our projects tend to be made up of a database back end, a
middle layer programmed in C# .net and a front end involving JavaScript usually using the Angular 1
framework. You are expected to be see programming as something fun to do every day but you do
not necessarily need the specific languages we use you can pick those up as we go.
Village is a small software house with a 15 person team there are plenty of experienced team
members around to guide you.
We want you to hit the ground running, you will start by getting introduced to our development
stack (SQL/C#/Angular) and processes, then you will get stuck into working alongside experienced
developers.
Our projects are involved largely in transport, tracking and enterprise integration. We program
systems for bus and train ticket machines, track test samples from collection to lab and help
enterprises with their planning and system integration. You’ll see some ideas of things we do on the
web site.
Although our systems can have web front ends, which we do design, we are not a web design
company we focus more around delivery of functions. This is not a web design job.
We are office based and work a fairly standard 9 to 5 day based on Parliament Street near the end of
Smithdown Road.

Will I Fit.
We are looking for someone to do 10 months to a years work with us, who might then continue to
work with us into the future, studies permitting. We are able to be flexible around family
responsibilities etc.
We like coding and this is a place to be if you like coding, we will look for evidence of this in what
you have done inside and outside your studies. We can give you the chance to learn to programme
better and discipline your programming to make it commercial quality and introduce you to current
languages and methods but we can’t teach you to program if you don’t already know how to do it.
You will need






To be studying for a degree in IT, science or maths related subject (e.g. Computer Science,
Physics, Maths, Engineering (Electrical, Mechanical, Civil, Chemical).
Have experience of working with programming languages.
Have good interpersonal and communication skills.
Have strong problem solving skills.
Be able to work as part of a team.

What the package
While with us you will be treated the same as other members of the team and will be paid £16,500
pro rata.

Afterwards
In your final year studies are your priority but there may be opportunities to continue part time. All
being well it would be great to welcome you back as a graduate.

How to Apply
You are welcome to come visit and chat to our recent graduates find out what they are working on
and how they find things. Just drop us a line and we will sort out a time for you to look around.
To apply please send a cv and covering letter to recruit@villagesoftware.co.uk. We will get back in
contact with you. We will consider a batch of

